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Harry Houdini astounded audiences around the globe with his death-defying acts and illusions.

With his wife, Bess, often by his side, he freed himself from ropes, handcuffs, straitjackets, and

prison cells. Once he even made a ten-thousand-pound elephant vanish into thin air! Yet

Harry's life was not always so glamorous. When he was a boy, he shined shoes and did odd

jobs to help make ends meet. But a career in magic was always in the cards for Harry. Readers

will be mesmerized by this captivating biography of one of the most celebrated escape artists

and magicians in history.

From School Library JournalGrade 1–3—From Houdini's humble beginnings to international

superstardom, this picture-book biography presents the highlights of the magician's life. Deeply

hued illustrations, heavy with red and black tones, are well suited to the subject and give the

text added drama and depth. Careful research is reflected in the quotations that are fully

attributed and an authors' note describing historical discrepancies that exist with regard to

Houdini's background. Events are detailed in a straightforward, mostly chronological

arrangement that makes the book easy to follow for beginning readers. Kathleen Krull's Houdini

(Walker, 2007), also a picture-book biography but written for slightly older children, is more

successful in capturing Houdini's unique spirit and personal oddities.—Lucinda Snyder

Whitehurst, St. Christopher's School, Richmond, VACopyright © Reed Business Information, a

division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.Review"A thorough and well-researched introduction to this

fascinating figure.""Deeply hued illustrations, heavy with red and black tones, are well suited to

the subject." --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorDavid A. Adler has written more than a hundred books for children, including his well-

known Picture Book Biography series. A former teacher, he lives with his family in New York

State. Visit him on the web at www.davidaadler.com.Matt Collins has illustrated numerous

picture books for children. His art has also appeared in the New York Times, the Washington

Post, and Sports Illustrated for Kids, among other publications. Visit his website at

www.mattcollins.com. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read

more
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RFB, “Great research-simulation task resource on Houdini. My 6th-grade students used A

Picture Book of Harry Houdini, by David Adler, as one of several sources of information on

Harry Houdini to complete a research-simulation task. This book really supported the reading,

thinking, research, and writing purposes for this literary analysis project. Other resources used

by my students to complete the research-simulation task included video clips, a biographical

excerpt (from Spellbinder...), and primary sources of information. The research-simulation task

required students to analyze how the authors built their argument that Houdini rose from being

a low-level magician to become a world-famous showman and escape artist by practice,

determination, and performing death-dying acts. Students wrote a literary analysis essay

(analysis of an argument; Common Core Standards RI8 and W2) in response to the writing
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prompt.  This book fit very well in the process of completing the essay.”

KTeacherNYC, “Perfect for young children. This is the first biography of Harry Houdini that I've

seen for the early childhood set. The text is easy to understand and the pictures are

fascinating. My first and second graders also loved the fact the author is David A. Adler, who

penned all of the Cam Jansen books.”

Snoopy75, “Five Stars. This was a fun book to read, and the student doing a report on Houdini

appreciated the additional source!”

Jennifer Moore, “Facts and great pictures. My kid loves this. Filled with facts and pictures.”

mercury69, “Great book! My first graders loved it. Great book! My first graders loved it!I used it

as an introduction to Houdini before we read "Hurry Up Houdini", by Mary Pope Osbourne!The

pictures are lovely and it is a great read for beginner to advance readers!”

Derrick Burton, “Five Stars. Great biography!”

D. Fowler, “If you are looking for a well-written biography to interest your budding magician, this

is it! Can Harry escape yet again?. When the Weisz family emigrated from Budapest, Hungary

to Appleton, Wisconsin in the late 1800s, their name was changed to Weiss. Times were tough

and young Ehrich tried to help out the family finances by "selling newspapers and shining

shoes." His father, Rabbi Weiss, taught Hebrew and money was very tight. Erich was a little

worker and when he was nine he briefly worked in a "five-cent" circus and later, when he was

eleven, got a job working with a locksmith. It wasn't long before he could open all the locks

"without keys." Unbeknownst to him he was setting the stage for his future and his own name

change. Harry Houdini, as Ehrich came to be known, would be one of the world's greatest

"escape artists and magicians in history."His passion for magic began when with simple card

tricks, magic that doesn't thrill people, but when he "added escape tricks" he began to attract a

lot of attention. Lock `em up! When he went to a new town he went to the jailhouse and

requested he be securely locked into a cell. Nothing seemed to be able to hold him and small

town newspaper stories hyped up the story and people began to flock to his shows. He defied

anyone to keep him captive, but no one could. The escapes became more and more elaborate

and extremely exciting. Harry soon became an international star. What heights would his

tricks take him? Could he survive a bridge jump "locked in chains" or would he drown trying?

The age group that would be interested in this nicely written biography of Harry Houdini also

seems to be fascinated with amateur magic tricks. Some of course are more interested in

others, but if you've ever had a chance to take a youngster into a magic shop or watch the

amazement on his or her face as they watch a magician, you'll understand the awe and

amazement they feel. The storyline was very exciting and riveting at times. The artwork was

superb, especially the depiction of Houdini in a jail cell. The numerous locks from head to toe

and the self-assured look on his face says it all. If you are looking for a well-written biography

to interest your budding magician, this is it!”

Jo, “Four Stars. Just got this and it is in good condition”

The book by David A. Adler has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 23 people have provided feedback.
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